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244. Information regarding the search for Lt. Evan Macgregor.
   b. McGregor, Sheila for the Clan Gregor Centre Archive. Correspondence between Janet Hawkins and Sheila McGregor on life of Lt. Evan Macgregor and father Donald Macgregor.
   c. Compiled information and letters of Evan Macgregor, as well as history of Donald Macgregor.


249. Profiles and histories on the neighbours of Clan Gregor.

250. Clan Gregor Centre B&W photos


255. Assorted Perthshire scenes.

   b. Part 2: A particular History of a Glengyle Macgregor Family from 1789 to the present Ch. 13-23, w/ extended Ch. 12.
   c. Introduction to the history of Clan Gregor.


258. Three Hundred Years On – Glencoe Revisited (draft).

259. Chief of Clan Gregor declarations.
   b. Notes for The List of 1822.
   c. Draft for the List of 1822.
   d. List of McGregors who signed the declaration for the chief of Clan Gregor 1787.
   e. Original list of McGregors who signed declaration in 1787.
260. Waipu Caledonian Society publication, Scottish settlers.
261. Ancestral ties to New Zealand.
   a. Laird Family Tree in New Zealand.
   b. Family tree of Houses of Gengyle, Glenlyon, and Glenorchy.
   c. Table of intermarriage between three houses, 1983.
   d. Chart of intermarriage w/ Pat Clark’s annotated comments.
   e. Kempt Family Tree, compiled by Burt McKenzie.
263. Original artwork for Rob Roy Logo, photograph showing his type in S. Perthshire.
264. a. Correspondence between Miss Edith B. Blair and the Clan Gregor Society (i-xxi).
   b. Papers relating to the Glengyle Bequest.
265. Papers and misc. materials relating to Clan Gregor.
   a. Evidence supporting the theory that the McGrimmons of Skye were a branch of the hereditary pipers of Clan Gregor.
   c. Collection of piper tunes as taught by the M’Crummen Pipers in the Isle of Skye.
   d. Piano and chorus music for piper music.
266. Who were Anne and Austin Adam Macgregor?
   a. Genealogies and Armorials, etc. 1993.
   b. Genealogies from Burke’s Peerage & Landed Gentry, etc.
   c. Top Copy of a.
268. McGregor of Lochaber in the 18th and 19th centuries.
269. Clan Gregor Index under Personal Names.
270. Alphabetical index of Clan Dougal Ciar.
271. Copy of 270.
272. Index to Balquhidder and Clan Dougal Ciar.
   b. Final version.
   c. Proofread version.
   d. Initial draft.
276. Register of the Council, Fines for Resetting the Clan Gregor, 1613-1624.
277. Privy Council Minutes.
278. Anderson & Gregory family trees in Aberdeenshire (a-c listings are copies).
279. Notes from Forbes Macgregor on Sherriff John Macgregor’s research.
280. Summarized history of the Clan Gregor.
281. Scottish Settlers in the English Lakes – Gravestones from the burial ground at St. Andrew’s Church at Rosthwaite in Borrowdale (w/ correspondence) 1995.
282. Leaflet on The Parish of Borrowdale w/ Grange.
283. Earlier history of Clan Gregor.
284. Book of Scottish Highlands photographs.
285. Photographs of Loch Lomond and Rannoch, with a facsimile of an agreement signed by Rob Roy in 1733.
286. A scurrilous poem about Campbell of Glenlyon, various clan papers and artwork.
287. Biography of genealogist Martin Ian Mcgregor and his search for other McGregors.
288. Royal Clan Alpine Fencible Infantry list.
289. Copied entry of baptism of Rob Roy, correspondence from Gregor Macgregor to Alistair Mcgregor on entry concerning Rob Roy, and Daily Mail article on Rob Roy.
290. The inaugural Rob Roy Memorial ceremony transcript, 1890.
291. Family trees of intermarriage between the Campbells and the MacGregors.
292. Macgregor family tree 1500s.
293. Balhaldies family tree.
294. Clan Gregor family tree.
295. Clan Doulcheir family tree.
296. Clan Doulcheir.
297. Baronage account per John Murray, 1787.
298. Family tree of intermixing between Houses of Campbell and Mcgregor.
299. Clan Gregor family tree.
   a. Edited version of family tree.
   b. Family tree of births in Drummilich.
300. Family tree and birthplaces of Dougal clan.
301. Family tree of descendants of Rob Roy.
303. Copy of 302.
304. Possible connection between Agnes Stewart and Rob Roy.
305. Corriearklet pedigree.
307. Glenstrear line by a reverend of Stirling.
309. Clan Dougal Ciar.
310. Descendants of Clan Dougal Ciar.
311. Chart of Clan Dougal Ciar from various sources.
312. Gregor son of Malcolm son of Dougal in Glengyle 1551.
313. Copy of 312.
314. McGregor family tree of Glengyle.
315. Christian Campbell in Glengyle’s family tree.
316. Imaginary pedigree of Iain Og of Glencarnaig, ancestor of John Murray.
317. Family tree of Clan MacFarlane of Ardlarich.
318. Dunan, Rannoch.
319. Family tree of the Gregors of Roro in Glenlyon.
320. Balhaldies (descended from Mallochs of Ardeonaig).
321. Family tree of Clan Dougal Ciar in Glengyle.
322. Gregor Dow.
323. Lineage of Inverardran.
   a. Lineage of Malcolm in Inverardran.
   b. Letter from Gregor MacGregor on lineage.
324. Family tree of MacGregors of Lerigan.
325. Craigruie.
326. Duncan Aberach and his descendants.
327. Some McGregor families in South Perthshire by John C. Ward.
328. Andersons and Gregories family tree.
329. Characters in the Glencarnaig story including Coll MacGregor and Margaret Campbell.
330. Kist Uorrochan 1731.
331. Notes on Balquhidder OPR.
332. Notes on OPR.
334. Acts pertaining to the Clan Gregor.
335. American notes.
336. MacGregors at Auchtubh, Balquhidder.
338. Profile of the MacGregor Dick family by Lesley Roy Dick.
339. MacEwans of Little Dunkeld.
340. Assorted notes on Clan Dougal Ciar.
341. Copies of letters from Rob Roy to Baillie Buchanan to complain about a breach of contract.
342. Rob Roy’s baptismal record from Buchanan register.
344. ‘Callendar Days’ by William Bain.
345. Letters from Breadalbane confirming that “Roy’s Sword” is fake and that his wife’s name, Helen (actually Mary) was invented by Sir Walter Scott.
347. Roro and Rannoch folder of documents.
348. Traditions of Clan Gregor from manuscript of Donald MacGregor.
349. A Genealogical and Historical Family Register 1846.
352. Legal notices of Glengyle.
353. Pedigree of the Murray MacGregor chiefs.
354. Brig O Turk (Glengyle) per Ian Hodges.
356. Family tree of Ardmacmuine.
357. Glengyle draft tree.
358. Glengyle/Marchfield draft tree.
361. Rob Roy’s Grave, letter from Phillis Gregor, with its correct location at Portnellan.
362. MacGregor or Stewart of Ardinconnel.
364. Notes on the MacGrigors.
365. Notes from The Life and Surprising Exploits of Rob Roy Macgregor by D. Stewart, 1820.
366. Gregg and his shorthand.
368. Clan traditions from the Old Ledger (1816).
369. Grierson in Shetland.
371. Copy of Glengyle tree.
372. All the children of all the Gregor Drummonds from the IGI Index (1993).
373. McIver-McGregor marriages in Scotland (1708-1812) and McNicols in Glenorchy parish.
374. Rob Roy copy of entry in The Scottish Nation.
376. List of McGregors from Mis of North and South Perthshire.
377. Burns as a Clan Gregor alias.
378. n/f.
379. Glenstrae line in 16th century from Colquhoun Muniments.
380. Murray MacGregor descent.
381. Caithness family tree.
382. Murray MacGregor tree (early generations are historical fiction).
383. Murray MacGregors to 1794.
384. Murray MacGregors to 1810.
385. McGregor trees compiled by Bernard Hamilton Howlett (1950); three folios.
386. A family history of the Kennaways of Dalkeith (another clan alias).
387. Notes about the Whyte family, and Whites and Whyte in Kilmun by Donald Whyte.
388. Extract from Peerage and Baronetage.
389. The ancestry of John McGregor and Mary Brinkley (or Brickley) by Julia Kable, 1992.
392. The Griersons of Lag and Rockhall.
393. McGehee correspondence w/ Sheila McGregor.
394. Newspaper cuttings on the birthplace of Rob Roy and Killichonan graveyard.
395. Email from Mary Donermeyer of Springfield, MA on lineage of Patrick MacGregorie and Margaret Toshach 1997.
396. Register entries for McGregors of Dunblane, Balquhidder, & Perthshire.
397. List of Feuholders of Clan Gregor w/ names & locations.
398. n/f.
399. A Political History of the MacGregors before 1571 by Martin MacGregor.
400. General Register of Inhibitions (1600-1602).
404. Extract from Macfarlane’s Ancient Scottish Surnames (1st Ed.).
405. The Camerons of Rannoch.
406. Additional papers concerning Roro.
407. Additional papers concerning Rannoch.
408. Additional papers concerning James Mor Drummond (or Macgregor).
409. Robin Og.
410. Joseph Macgregor and his descendants.
411. Other writings and correspondence concerning James More Drummond.
412. Glengyle House.
413. Trees of mostly Clan Dougal Ciar.
418. Rob Roy descendants claimed Part 3.
420. Coll Macgregor, 2nd son of Rob Roy.
421. Murray Macgregor.
422. Invernardon.
423. Glengyle.
424. None.
425. Clan Gregor Indices.
   a. McGregor who signed the declaration for the Chief 1787.
   b. McGregor who signed the declaration for the Chief 1822.
   c. Clan Gregor index of personal names.
   d. Alphabetical index of Clan Dougal Ciar.
   e. Balquhidder Index Part 1.
   g. Draft supplement to Balquhidder Index.
   h. Enquires of Quaich volumes.

426. Inventory of documents called The John Macgregor Collection.

427. Previous accession files (includes USB containing the inventory as compiled by Sheila MacGregor).